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How do we respond? By Making Everything We Do Personal!

Conscience International serves as a link between needs and 
resources by providing humanitarian aide, advocating human 
rights, and engaging in peacemaking worldwide. Our teams go 

to countries where people are suffering from wars, natural di-
sasters, or fleeing persecution--providing shelter, medical aid, 
community development, and feeding programs. 

P. O.Box 1163, Alpharetta, GA 30009 USA
www.conscienceinternational.org
Phone: 770-599-7183
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ASIA - is the area of greatest need

Acting on conscience elevates the spirit, banishes depression,
raises your social status

The Middle East- is full of wonder but 
wracked with violence        

The ancient birthplace of civilization still has some of the greatest 
needs and greatest opportunities for service

AFRICA- is replete with humanitarian 
disasters and human needs

Acting on conscience fulfills our spiritual obligations to humanity 
and to ourselves

Latin America- overflows in poverty and a 
rising population

Acting on conscience makes us our brother’s and sister’s keeper 
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Wars and Natural Disasters 

CONSCIENCE INTERNATIONAL WAS THERE! 
Giving aid to the underserved —1991-2019 

 

Venezuela Refugee Crisis     

 2019                             

Gulf War             

 1991 

Afghanistan War  

 2001 

Iraq War     

 2003 

Post War Iraq      

 2004 

Great Asian Tsunami     

 2004 

 

Turkish Earthquake    

 1999 

Iran, Bam Earthquake  

 2003 

Kashmir Earthquake    

 2005 

 

Sudan, Darfur Genocide       

 2004 

Haiti Earthquake         

 2010    

Philppines Typhoon      

 2013 

Syrian Civil War        

 2011 

East Africa Famine     

 2012 

Egypt Arab Spring    

 2011 

Europian Migrant Crisis    

 2015 

Iraq, Yazidi Refugees 

 2018 
 
 

Wars and Natural Disasters
CONSCIENCE INTERNATIONAL WAS THERE!

Giving aid to the underserved —1991-2019
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Iraq, ISIS Refugees 

  2014 
 

 
 
 
 
 

Uganda Refugees       

 2017       
   
Guatemala Volcano 
Eruption 

 2018 
 
Widows ofBoko  
Haram Attacks  

 2015 
 
Rohingya Refugees 

 2017 
 
Niger Health Crisis 

 2018       
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LIVING IN 
TUMULTUOUS TIMES 

James E. Jennings, PhD, 
President

We are living in tumultuous times.  When a disaster 
happens, most people find it easy to pitch in and 
help out because being motivated to act is a natural 

instinct.  That’s how we’re made—with an innate sense 
of empathy for those hurting or in danger.  In a crisis, it’s 
impossible not to love others, as Leo Tolstoy wrote.

In many places on earth today—at this very minute—there 
are multitudes of suffering people caught up in wars and 
natural disasters.  Most often it’s through no fault of their 
own that they become victims and are driven from their 
homes, condemned to suffer for years in tent camps hungry 
and hopeless.

They are the kind of people Conscience International serves.  
From wars in the Middle East and Afghanistan to earthquakes, 
tidal waves, and ethnic cleansing in remote places like 
Kashmir, Iran, Nepal, Sudan, Uganda, Bangladesh, and 
Indonesia, our teams have made a difference for more than a 
quarter of a century.  This newsletter shows just a few places 
where we have worked over the years.

How can we reach them?  What can we do?  Some folks throw 
up their hands and give up.  Conscience International does not.  
We specialize in reaching difficult and sometimes dangerous 
places where the need is most acute and where others will not, 
or cannot, go. That’s why we exist.  

Through our newsletters, social media, and word of mouth, we 
keep you informed of the needs and activities in some of the 
most challenging parts of the world, places like Haiti in the 
Western Hemisphere, Niger in Africa, and Bangladesh in Asia.  
All are ranked among the very poorest countries on the United 
Nations’ Human Development Index. As Americans we live in 
a very rich country. You can help. You can make a difference—
and each of us should. 


